SOME NORMATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
OF DEREGULATION*
By Tibor R. Machan
The Problem
In recent years, economists have amassed evidence about the
effects of government regulation of people's economic
affairs. (1) The general consensus among scholars is that, by the
standard economic measures of cost and benefit, the government's regulatory policies and actions have failed. In a number
of studies it has also been shown that the avowed goals of
regulation have not, in fact, been achieved by regulation.
Comparative analyses show, on the other hand, that in the
absence of regulation those same goals are being attained. (2)
Despite the wide acceptance of the methods employed in
these studies, the results have not produced the deregulation
that they would appear to warrant. (3) In view of the lack of
significant progress in that direction, some have advanced
theories aiming to explain why deregulation is not proceeding.
Henry G. Manne, for example, has proposed that bureaucrats
are acting in the pursuit of their self-interest, which results, in
part, in their refusal to institute deregulation measures. Revising
his theory in some measure, Professor Manne later proposed
that, in addition to the bureaucrats, the managers of regulated
firms are acting in pursuit of their self-interest. (4) So both
regulators and the regulated, acting from economic self-interest,
promote regulatory activities in the face of evidence showing
the failure of these in terms of costs and benefits or of their
avowed purpose.
Several other economists and legal theorists have also focused
on the issue of why deregulation is not proceeding. (5) I will
not attempt here to summarize the findings or theories of
these economists but merely note that the method of analysis
employed by them draws heavily from the standard 'economic
man' model of human behavior. For example, Professor Milton
* Some of this work was undertaken during my tenure as a National
Fellow at the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, 1975/76.
I wish to thank Marty Zupan and Thomas Haggard for their invaluable
assistance, hopefully consequential, in the preparation of this essay.
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Friedman uses this model in a recent non-technical article
when he claims that "every individual serves his own private
interest . . . . The great Saints of history have served their
'private interest' just as the most money-grubbing miser has
served his interest. The private interest is whatever it is that
drives an individual." (6)
I want, instead of scrutinizing the economic approach to
the problem of regulation and deregulation, to propose a
different explanation for why despite the economists' findings
there is no serious move toward deregulation. The fact is
that proponents of deregulation are not presenting a poweful
and persuasive moral case. They are arguing solely from the
"efficiency" perspective — and they argue from this perspective
because they ultimately deny the ability of human beings to
know moral truth. As one author of an economic textbook
maintains, "As an economist, it is not his job to spit out a
bunch of 'I believes,' but rather, 'the implications will be thus
and so'." (7) The implications, however, of the 'economic
man' model of human action for purposes of understanding
the conduct of regulators preclude any consideration of motivation based on moral or political convictions — or, alternatively,
such an approach subsumes such motivation within the more
general idea that we all are driven to serve our private interest.
Both the rejection and subsumption of normative motivation
effectively eliminates the possible additional significance of
normative considerations for purposes of understanding such
public affairs as the future of government regulation of the
economy. Indeed, both of the major advocates of the free
market economy, although they approach economics from
somewhat different theoretical frameworks, reject either
the possibility of moral truth (Friedman) (8)
or the
appropriateness of normative considerations in this context
(Hayek). (9)
On the other hand, those who reject the free market
economic system, including those who advocate numerous
vigorous government regulatory measures, do base their
recommendations on various ethical principles which, they
believe, override the call for efficiency and, therefore, economic
liberty as advocated by the economists. They also have, therefore, an argumentative edge in the general public debate about
the free versus planned economy and, in particular, about the
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issue of whether to deregulate or to continue, even increase,
government regulation.
For example, Ralph Nader, John Kenneth Galbraith, and
political leaders of the outlook of the late Senator Hubert
Humphrey clearly accept that we can arrive at conclusions
about what is right and wrong for governments to do apart
from what is efficient or expensive. Others, such as the
influential socialist social philosopher Michael Harrington,
advance an entire philosophical theory in support of their
call for government control, not just regulation, of the
American economic system. (10) Again, such philosophers
as John Rawls, Thomas Nagel, Thomas Scanlon, and George
Kateb make no secret of their view that we can identify some
basic ethical principles of justice and equity that should guide
us in forging government policy. (11) Thus we find Professor
Roger Noll commenting in a recent discussion about whether
to establish an agency for consumer advocacy:
My conclusion, after reading what everyone else has said
about the consumer advocacy agency, is that I cannot
understand why people are so strongly opposed to it or so
strongly in favor of it. If I were forced to vote, I would
vote for it — because I accept the principal argument for
it — that the consumer advocacy agency will promote
justice and fairness. (12)
Ralph Nader too states that "it is important to look at regulation issues in terms of the needs of society . . . . we should ask
ourselves what human purposes regulation fulfills, whether it is
just or unjust." (13)
It will be worthwhile, then, to consider whether outside the
economists' case showing the inefficiency of government
regulation there might not be a more forceful (non-skeptical)
argument in support of freedom in general and deregulation
in particular. The idea is to see if there is a theoretical basis
not only for the economic discussion but for the ethical and
political discussion. It is no secret that among those who are
now supporting deregulation, economists dominate the
discussion. The modest aim of this paper is to examine some
themes that would, at least, balance the discussion outside the
economic framework or, at most, make a case for the moral
and political priority of liberty within the context of public
policy. None of this is to dismiss entirely the usefulness of
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economic explanations of why deregulation is not proceeding.
When concern for ethical issues and political justice seems to
support regulation, it is not unlikely that many will join in
support of such a policy who are really simply seeking to
preserve their vested interests by giving lip-service to such
concerns, provided that the normative ideas promulgated
are never challenged head on. In addition, the intellectual
climate itself discourages fundamental changes in the moral
perspectives of influential people in society and government,
partly due to the very method economists opposed to
government regulation employ. (14) In view of the apparent
influence of some normative considerations — noted above —
and the recent theoretical concern with arriving at rational
social policy via the economic man model, (15) it will be
useful to consider some of the ethical and political
(normative) ideas that might indeed give support to the
free society and, thereby, to deregulatory efforts.
My plan is to introduce some normative considerations
that are pertinent to the possibility that government regulation
is wrong or improper public policy. I will then sketch a moral
case for the value of political liberty, that is, the political basis
of the free market system and of deregulatory policy.
The Normative Case for Freedom
Within a very plausible framework it can be shown that
government regulatory activities are wrong, improper, indeed
immoral — where this means that they fall within the class of
activities, policies, or institutions that can rationally be
considered as unjustified on grounds that a standard or principle
of human conduct is being violated. The idea is not that such
practices are legally unjustified, of course, if by "illegally" we
mean only that the legislative and judicial practices of our
society have been adhered to more or less faithfully. But it
is possible, in a different sense of "legal" or "lawful," to regard
some established public policy as lawless, if, that is, we mean
by "lawful" an adherence to fundamental conditions of human
community life (as this is meant within the tradition of natural
law legal and political theory). (17)
Instead, however, of a concern with legality, which is today
mostly conceived along lines of legal positivism, the present
discussion will focus on the extra-legal question of what kind of
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public policy should be followed. The issue is not whether the
kind of policy that should be followed may be followed ineptly,
unprofessionally, incompetently — the most appropriate of
policies (e.g., the military defense of a country) can be mismanaged by governments or other groups of people. The point
is whether as a certain kind of agency in a human community,
government should assume certain functions, such as the
regulation of the economy. (18)
With these preliminaries mentioned, let us consider what may
be good reasons, from the normative point of view, to oppose
government regulation and to support deregulation. We can
admit at the outset that the goals that are pursued in our day
via coercive government regulation can be important, even if we
would conclude that such coercive methods are not the proper
means by which to pursue them. Such goals are certainly of
value to some members of a human community, even though
one would probably have to challenge their frequent characterization as public goods or as being in the public interest. (19)
For example, meeting health care needs is valuable for those in
such need, preserving the wilderness is valuable for those
who are inclined to enjoy the outdoors, and fostering the arts
is valuable for art lovers. Even more, securing safety in food and
drug manufacture would probably benefit everyone.
There are other morally crucial matters to be considered,
however, aside from the admitted value some of these goals
have for various members of the community, As an example,
consider the principle of justice whereby, when accused of a
wrong-doing, a person's guilt must be demonstrated before
penalty or punishment is imposed. In the ordinary criminal
proceedings such considerations fall under the legal principle
of due process. This principle is usually conceived as specifying
the need for the state to follow the law, including that portion
of it that requires that an accused be proven guilty before any
action is taken that can be construed as punishment. The
normative underpinning of this idea is, generally, that without
a demonstration that the accused is indeed guilty of having
wronged someone (or violated a law that stands to protect
the rights of the members of a society), there is no justification
for placing burdens upon him, e.g., for depriving him of liberty
or property.
Of course once some laws are in effect, all the state needs
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to do to satisfy the due process requirement is to demonstrate
that these laws have been violated. Yet there is a more stringent
way of understanding the idea of due process, one that is not
so widely considered, even by legal theorists, in our times.
Sometimes it may be argued that inherent in certain types of
legislation we find an abridgement of due process, at least if
this idea is understood to involve considerations of justice
that are extra-legal and not merely statutory. (In tyrannies
or dictatorships we can observe due process if by this we mean
only that statutes are followed consistently; but we may argue
that certain statutes should never have been permitted to
become part of the legal system, and we may insist that their
having become part of the system is itself a violation of due
process, that is, an abridgement of the proper domain or limits
of governmental action.) If, for example, the constitution or
legal code of a just human community should prohibit statutes
abridging freedom of speech or contract or trade, then any
legislation or related procedure which has in fact established
such statutes must be construed as undue. It is in this broad,
substantive instead of procedural sense of the idea of due
process that it can be argued that various statutes of our legal
system fail to respect the principle of due process. But whatever
the term "due process" may be used to mean — admitting that
today it is far from being used in this sense — the idea is clear
enough. Government regulatory practices have led to the result
that prior to having violated anyone's rights or having imposed
any harm or caused any injury to others, members of various
industries, professions, and other commercial associations are
made to suffer burdens. True, these burdens are required by
legally well-founded statute, (20) but this can be said, as noted
above, of the burdens that tyrannies or dictatorships impose on
the members of the communities they rule by brute force. This
brute force is "backed" by law of a certain kind. It is not at all
impossible that various less drastic impositions on the members
of our society constitute merely less brutal but still unjust
exercises of force, backed by unjust legal measures.
The upshot of these remarks is that there is a firm and well
developed moral objection to the bulk of government regulation, namely, that such regulation declares the regulated parties
guilty and deserving of numerous burdens without it having
been demonstrated that those burdened are guilty of violating
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anyone's rights and, therefore, deserving of shouldering the
imposed burdens. The point is, to stress the matter again,
moral, not legal. The toy maker, dress manufacturer, barber,
or restauranteur who is forced by the state to meet various
requirements set by a regulatory agency, thus forced to incur
expenses, hardship, even ruin, (21) simply has not done anything wrong to another person. It is true, any one of these
individuals or groups of individuals might do (i.e., is capable
of doing) such harm. Yet it is also true that anyone might
murder (i.e., is capable of murdering) someone, but this does
not seem to be regarded as sufficient grounds for government
imposition of anti-murder regulations. It seems sufficient,
and certainly more just, to make murder illegal. Would it
not seem comparably sufficient and just to regard various
forms of injury to others illegal? — so that once some manufacturer has engaged in conduct injurious to others — or is
regarded to be probably engaged in such conduct (within the
framework of the idea of probable cause or clear and present
danger) — he is liable to criminal charges. This admittedly
cumbersome procedure, due to citizens in numerous other
circumstances, is shortcut by way of government regulation
of manufacture, etc., not although, without serious consequences (as, to emphasize again the value of the economists'
work on the subject, this is demonstrated by the results of
such measures of preventive justice).
Let me illustrate how the above considerations have a bearing
on arguments for government regulation based on moral
considerations. The following points are raised by Ralph Nader
in support of such government policy (although Nader, as most
other advocates, is not an unqualified champion of the various
regulatory agencies):
As you know, there are too many useless drugs in the
market-place. The National Academy of Sciences
documents this. Many of these drugs should be taken off
the market. I think if you read the Senate Small Business
study of the assertion ["for every case you can bring up of
a drug that slipped by the Food and Drug Administration
and has been harmful to some people, you can bring up
dozens of cases of the Food and Drug Administration
going too far"] , you'll see that they simply are not supported by the evidence. What we do know is that
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fortunately our Food and Drug Administration stopped
the drug Thalidomide, which caused 10,000 deformed
births in Western Europe and Japan, from coming into
this country.
I really think that what we have to ask ourselves in this
discussion is, to what extent can these agencies reflect the
value system of a population by operating openly,
accountably, and subject to citizen or consumer
participations? (22)
Nader and others accept the view that useless drugs, as well
as ones that might have some side effects that are harmful, but
by standard testing procedures do not indicate such a
probability, "should be taken off the market," that is, their
manufacture and sale should be legally prohibited. He is not
speaking of what manufacturers should do themselves, as a
matter of their moral responsibility, but what should be forced
upon society. And he calls this approach justified because he
believes that "these agencies" of prohibition would "reflect
the value system of a population, etc.," even though it is
certainly very doubtful that the exercise of force is the means
by which the value system of a society should be reflected.
It is of the essence of a virtuous citizenry that it practices its
virtues voluntarily.
Nader is also convinced that government should act to
prevent individuals from injuring themselves and other
individuals from participating in the self-injury of others (or by
selling them the means to do it). The alternative is to leave
citizens to take preventive measures and to call upon government only when demonstrable injury from others (which is not
consented to) is at issue — not for purposes of prevention but
for purposes of protection and retaliation, the valid purposes of
a government of a free society. This preventive conception of
proper government policy is well illustrated by Senator Jacob
Javits's reply to a question regarding the alleged need for
regulation of Vitamin C production, sale, and consumption:
While we protect the right of the individual to buy
vitamins, we must at the same time safeguard him and
those individuals who may be not aware of the dangers of
potential over-use of vitamins against the possible
hazards. (23)
To these sorts of arguments the present normative
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perspective supplies the following reply: Individuals have as
their responsibility in life to pursue their well-being while at
the same time refraining from interfering with the similar
pursuits of others. The desire to "help" others by directing
their lives may be strong, but to yield to this desire is to undermine the very human dignity of the person who is being
benignly coerced. In a society that accords with the principles
based on the political theory of natural human rights to life,
liberty, and property (with government assigned the role of
serving its members by protecting and preserving these rights),
paternalism is not authorized. Where such paternalism is
legally authorized, the laws should be changed. Deregulation of
the economic system is a species of the kind of change that will
accomplish bringing the legal system into accord with the
crucial normative principles at issue; therefore, deregulation
should be pursued. (24) To put the matter differently, in line
with the points raised as to placing burdens on people only
after they have been shown to have violated the rights of others,
deregulation should be pursued because government regulation
of the kind we have discussed is a violation of the basic rights
of individuals, derived from all persons' responsibility to pursue
success, well-being, and overall excellence in their particular
lives.
Of course, the foregoing normative approach will not accord
with the normative approach presupposed in the argument
Mr. Nader and others have advanced. (25) But here the issue is
at least being faced at the level at which the relevant discussion
has occurred, namely, the normative validity of government
regulation in general. And, in addition to the relatively narrow
normative point raised above — based, however, on a broad
normative framework — some other objections may be
mentioned concerning the practice of government regulation.
Regulatory policies are inherently redistributive; that is, they
involve the seizure of earned income for purposes of allocating
this income in ways the government's policy makers believe are
more important than do those whose income has been seized.
By not allowing the people to live with the choices they have
made, the government is engaging, via the redistribution of funds,
in the assignment of priorities against their expressed choices (e.g.
the widespread opposition of the public, as indicated by public
opinion polls, to enforced and costly school busing programs).
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Within the normative framework of the present essay it is improper for government to obtain funds for purposes other than
providing the protection and preservation of the rights everyone
in the society possesses. The latter purposes, such as national
defense, maintenance of judicial and policy provisions, and the
related technical services, are to everyone's objective benefit,
and so do not involve any policy of income redistribution.
But this is not the case with the kind of public interest
theory to which Mr. Nader and his friends adhere. The
following exchange between Nader and former California
governor Ronald Reagan brings to light the problem with
Nader's conception of the public interest, as well as with some
aspects of government regulation:
Reagan: . . . I would join any propaganda or public
relations campaign to urge motorcyclists to wear
helmets — since I happen to think anyone is foolish to
ride a motorcycle at all and very foolish to do so without
a helmet. But I don't think government has any business
telling a person he has to wear a helmet . . . a person who
wants to ride a motorcycle without a helmet is only
endangering himself, and I don't think it is any of government's business . . . .
Nader: Of course, if a motorcycle operator who is not
wearing a helmet is in an accident and is sprawled on the
highway, you would expect a police car, taxpayer-paid,
to drive the victim to a taxpayer-paid hospital; and you
could expect the risk of secondary accidents to increase
with the motorcycle driver sprawled on the highway
unconscious — which he wouldn't be if he were wearing
a motorcycle helmet.
It isn't that simple. If you are on your own private
road on your farm and you don't want to wear a motorcycle helmet, fine, I agree with you . . . . (26)
First, Nader evidently has a point, but only because the
public domain today includes virtually every domain of society.
Most everything is touched by the taxpayer and is, thus,
taxpayer-paid in some measure. In line with Nader's reasoning
there really should be very few domains, if any, left to private
choice. One might wonder, for example, whether Nader
supports freedom of speech, since most speech is performed on
property that comes under some kind of government jurisdic-
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tion. Broadcasting news, for instance, is carried on the public
airwaves. Newspapers are distributed on public street corners.
Art shows are presented in public museums. Books are mailed
through the public mails.
But this simply accentuates the imperative not only to
commence deregulation but to disengage the various levels of
government from the numerous private and voluntary social
spheres that they now invade. As to what remains, properly,
within the jurisdiction of governments, the issue is not government regulation but public management or administration.
Because today there is no principled distinction between the
private and the public spheres of life in the United States,
not to mention in other countries, the issue of deregulation
needs to be considered carefully enough to observe that what
seems to be government regulation is in fact government
management or administration. Yet the confusion that exists
in view of these considerations should not be permitted to
obscure the virtue of proceeding with deregulatory efforts
where they apply. Governor Reagan's reply to Nader's argument
did not heed this point, so that he simply admitted that he
finds "it very hard to determine what exactly victimless crimes
are" and that "there is a gray area in all of these things." (27)
He also said that a person in a motorcyle accident "is going to
be somewhat disabled and will end up lying on the highway
with or without the helmet," to which Nader responded by
citing studies that allegedly show that what the Governor said
is "not true." (28)
That is not the way to discuss these issues, but when those
party to these discussions haven't the moral frame of reference
from which to object to what they vaguely perceive to be unjustified government intrusion into the lives of individuals,
one cannot really expect better results.
In Summary
The thesis of this paper is that government regulation of
people's commercial activities is wrong because it violates
certain provisions of justice derivable from the theory of
natural rights (a la John Locke) and the underlying morality
of ethical individualism. (29) Some of the points raised in
support of the free society and deregulation can be expressed
in the language of law, provided it is recalled that it is not
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simply positive law but law conceived as a system of justice
that is being referred to. Thus reference to the concept of
"due process" should be understood simply as an attempt
to stress the possible connections between the idea of justice
that this concept gives expression to and some existing legal
system that is intended to abide by this idea of justice. (The
point is most clearly discussed in connection with the debate
about whether the U.S. legal system is committed to substantive
due process or merely procedural due process, especially in
relation to economic or commercial aspects of human
conduct.) (30)
It is not the thesis of this paper that if these normative
considerations are heeded and make their way into our legal
system there will be perfect attainment of the goals now sought
via government regulation. Nor does my argument rest on the
view, held by some, that all government regulation must be
inefficient; on occasion regulatory measures taken by government can have overall beneficent results — e.g., in the particular
instance of Thalidomide. This paper does not reject the research
that has convinced many economists of the economic inefficiency of government relation; it merely rejects the idea
that such economic arguments suffice to make the case for
deregulation. Economic arguments must be supplemented by
normative arguments.
With both the economic and the moral position well
developed, however, the case for the ever-widening network
of government regulation and coercive economic control
is clearly seen to lack legitimate foundations.
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"In this country, Britain, I believe the old Fabian left
is intellectually bankrupt. It has nothing to say that any
longer can excite the enthusiasm of the youth. The
young in this country are far more likely to be attracted
by the free-market doctrines that are so effectively
presented by the Institute of Economic Affairs than
they are likely to be by the standard socialist tack
which still dominates university reading lists."
Hoover Foundation Lecture at Strathclyde Business School, Scotland, April, 1978.
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TYF YR HYN SYDD O'H HYN FU:
AN ANALYSIS OF WELSH NATIONALISM
By H. W. J. Edwards
Mr. Tom Ellis, senior burgess for Wrexham in the British
House of Commons at Westminster, has written in Socialist
Commentary (1977): "It is a sad commentary on the state
of socialist theory in Wales that some proclaimed Leftists not
only fail to see (that Welsh language activists are in the
vanguard of the true struggle for socialism) but actually
denounce defenders of the language as privileged cultural
elitists." Mr. Ellis' article makes the thesis that members of
Cymdeithas yr Iaith Gymraeg (1) and Adfer (2) together
with those who campaign for more schools where Welsh is the
medium of instruction are attacking the capitalist system
at its weakest point. The movement, he contends, is part of
a struggle among many nations within Europe against the
centralism, hierarchy and uniformity of capitalist state
structures especially those in "Britain," Spain, and France:
it is difficult for Welsh left-wingers to grasp that the socialist
struggle against capitalism has a cultural content as important
as the more popularly understood economic goals.
He then denounces the Welsh nationalist movement, Plaid
Cymru, for proposing to build its own Welsh 19th centurystyle sovereign state, rather than work for a European union
based on decentralized communities, cutting out the nationstate structure. "The aim of the Left in modern Europe must
be the dismemberment of the nation-state and the establishment in its place of a political structure better designed for
leading mankind out of the awesome impasse which it has
led itself into." (Someone like Mr. Harry Worth might well
wonder what substantives "it" and "itself" stand for. "The
left," "the nation-state" or "mankind"?)
Mr. Ellis quotes the existentialist, Sartre, who has asserted
that to speak an oppressed language is a revolutionary act which
effectively attacks capitalism at its softest spot, and that the
major threat to capitalism comes from the rejection by nationalists of the conformist authoritarianism and ethnic hierarchy
implicit in a multi-ethnic state system.
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